Community Giving at MIT Campaign Committee

The Community Giving at MIT Campaign Committee provides vision and guidance to the Community Services Office for the Institute’s annual charitable giving effort. It provides this guidance by engaging members of the community in campaign activities, actively pursuing feedback on the campaign processes and strategies, and seeking out new opportunities for solicitation and awareness education as well as proposing how they might be carried out. The committee will help to develop programs aimed at achieving increased participation in the annual Community Giving Campaign and increased levels of gifts made by individuals to the campaign, particularly encouraging gifts at the Leadership level (+$1,000).

Prof. Bevin P Engelward, Chair (June 30, 2021)  
Department of Biological Engineering

Prof. Nikta Fakhri (June 30, 2021)  
Physics

Prof. Stephen C Graves (June 30, 2021)  
Sloan School of Management

Prof. Tamar Schapiro (June 30, 2021)  
Linguistics & Philosophy

Ms. Julie A. Arloro-Mehta (June 30, 2023)  
Lincoln Laboratory

Ms. Emer B Garland (June 30, 2021)  
Office of VP for Communications

Ms. Rupinder Grewal (June 30, 2023)  
VP for Research

Ms. Naomi Garner Hashimoto (June 30, 2023)  
Open Space Programming

Ms. Samantha L. Jones (June 30, 2023)  
Lincoln Laboratory

Ms. Ann E Warner-Harvey (June 30, 2021)  
Office of the Vice President for Finance

Mr. Anthony L Zolnik (June 30, 2023)  
Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Institute Affairs
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Office of the Executive VP & Treasurer
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Institute Affairs
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